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Almtract- -The Wiener approach to the non-llnear sto~hMtic systems permits the repre~mtation 
of singlc~vahted systems with memory for which a small pe~turbatio~ f the input produces a mrnall 
perturbation of the output. The Wiener functional series representation contain, infinitely many 
transfer functions to describe ntirely the input output connections. One of the mast important cla~ 
of sto~h,~tic systems, especially in the statistical point of view, is the case when all the transfer 
functions are determined by finitely many parameters. The question of r~xli~abilJty, i.e., to construct 
a state space model for a system given in tezlns of a set of tranAfer functions, is a central problmn in 
many cases for example in en~neering. There are several results in this direction for systenm with 
deterrniniAtic nputs see [1,2]. The realization of linear systems with stoehMtic Gatumian input was 
treated by Alodlce [3] and studied intensively afterwards, see [4,5]. The bilinear system seems to he 
the next step leading from the linear towards non-llnear ones. The realization problem of billnear 
systems ~.ppeared in the papers [6--8], mainly by the time series ide. 
In this work, we follow the early Alca!lce work and the results for the deterministic systems by 
FLugh [2] and also BrUlinger [9], who investigated the identification of finite degree functional series 
by spectral analysis. First the b'dinear realization problem is considered together with a simplest non- 
linear system, i.e., the second Hermite degree bilineac process. In the second section, the trAn,¢er 
flmctiou system with its m~dn properties i given by a recursive formni~ for the b'dlnear states. Next, 
we show that these properties are necessary and sufficient for the tran-¢er functions to be bUlnear 
reaU~ble. In section four, the stationarity of the bilinear state space model is investigated. We 
are constructing the abstract bilinear minimal realization for a time invarlant stationary degree-N 
non-linear system drivem by Gaumian white noise. 
Concerning to the identification of the bilinear model with Hermlte degree-2 explicit for....da of 
the hispectrum is given for this family of models. 
1. BILINEAR REALIZATION PROBLEM 
We consider a second order stationary stochastic series y~, t E Z = {0,-I-1,-t-2,... }, which is 
measurable with respect to the ~-algebra Bt generated by a Ganssian white noise series vs, s < t 
with Ev,  = O, Ev 2, = ~2, that is, 9t is physically realizable. We assume that if T, is the s~ft 
transformation for vt, i.e., T, vt = vt+,, t, s E Z, then it is also shift transformation for Yr. In that 
case, Yt, t E Z is referred as subordinated to vt, t E Z. The series Yt is called bilinear realizable 
if there exist m x m matrices A, D and m-dimensional vectors b, c such that Yt is connected to 
vt by the following state space equations 
xt = Axt-1 + Dxt-1 vt-I "t" bvt + fo, 
(1.1) 
Yt "- Ct Xt, 
where c ~ denotes the transpose of c and f0 - -~  Db,  keeping Ext  - 0. We should ment ion at 
once that  the realization (1.1) is not unique at all. We are discussing that  problem later. It is 
easy to see that  a lower tr iangular bi l inear model y~, i.e., 
P Q R s 
am Yt-m ---- ~ bm Vt-m "t- ~ ~ Cm,m+n Yt-m-n Vt-m, 
m----O m----O m=l  n----O 
is b iUnear  rea~zab]e  (ao - bo - 1). 
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If that lower triangular bilinear lit is second order stationary and subordinated to vt, then one 
can put it into the Wiener-lt6 expansion, see [10], 
OO P 
,,, = ~_l . . .g , ( ,~. ) )~"~(. ,  w(~, ) ) ,  ,," = [-,,,1,, 
where the integrals are r-fold Wiener-It6 stochastic ntegrals with respect to the Gaussian stochas- 
tic measure W(dw), EW (dw) = 0, E IW(dw)l 2 = -~ of vz, i.e., 
v, = fve "~ W(d~). 
The ~(r) denotes the vector  (Wl,  ~d2, . . . ,  Wr);  Wk ~ [--~r, 71"] and the E~(r) = ~'~ffix wk. The tr,m,fer 
functions g, are given by the following recursive formula 
where 
gl(Wl) ~- ~(tdl),  
gr(W(r) = 7 ('~W(r-1),Wr) gr_l(W(r_l)), 
~(r~c,>) r>_.2, 
e q 
~(~) = ~.m ~-'"~, ~(~) = ~ b~ ~-'-~, 
k=l  k=l  
R S 
~(~,~) = ~ ~ ~,~÷. ~-'~+-~÷~. 
m----1 n=O 
In the case g2(w(2)) ~ 0, i.e., yz is not linear, then it has infinitely many nonzero transfer functions, 
say its degree is infinite. The model (1.1) is more genera] in that sense because it can produce 
finite degree nonlinear processes as the following simple example shows. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let 
( O :I (°I D = d2,1 , c = c2 ' 
then the state space equations (1.1) are 
laxl, la:[ < 1, 
zp ) a =(1) 
-- I i -1+i ) t ,  
Yt -- ca z~ ~) 
Direct calculation leads to the Wiener-It6 spectra] representation f y~, which is 
/~ 1 
y, = c2 d2,i , ei(t-1)Ik~(,) (I -- a2 e -~ z~(,)) (I -- axe -iw') W(d~(~)). 
The process y~ given by (1.2) is physically reafisahle and stationary if and only if 
1.11, l.~l < I. 
(1.2) 
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2. WIENER-ITO REPRESENTATION 
FOR THE BILINEAR STATIONARY STATES 
Let us suppose that the state vector process x, in (1.1) is also physically realizable and sub- 
ordinated to yr. Moreover, the eigenvalues of the matrix A (of linearity) are inside of the unit 
circle. Then the stationary solution for the equation 
xt = Ax~-i + Dxt-1 ~)i-1 +bvt  +fo, (2.1) 
can be given as follows. Under the above assumptions xt has Wiener-It6 representation 
x, = E/v  e":~")  f'(wCr))WCdw(r) )' f0 = -o '2Db, 
r~-1 r 
where the vector functions fr(w(r)) are uniquely determined up to permutations. 
The diagram formula and (2.1) give for the product, see [10], 
Xt -1Vt -1  = ~/ 'D  fr-l(W(r-1))ei(~-l)Ew(')W(dw(r))"l- ~r2b. 
r----2 r 
We get now flom the uniqueness of the r-dimensional transfer function that 
f~(~Cl)) = (X - A e-'~') -1 b, (2.2) 
f~(~(~)) = (I - A e- i~( ' ) )  -1 e- i~( ' )  Df~-l(W(~_:)), r _> 2. 
These transfer functions clearly have the following properties. 
PROPERTY 1. fr(w(r)) iS a function of variables e -a°~ , e-i(~'+~2),..., e-ir~°(-). Put zk = • -ir'o(k) 
and call the function 
f.R(Zl, Z2, . . . .  Zr) = f.R('Cr >) = f i  [(/-- A )- ID] fx( Cl))' 
k=2 
as a regular version of the transfer function f~(~(r)). 
PROPERTY 2. The regu/ar transfer function fr R is strictly proper, i.e., the components of fr R are 
rational functions and the degree of the numerator polynomial in zk is less than the degree of  the 
denominator polynomial for each k. 
PROPERTY 3. The regular transfer function fr R is recognizable, i.e., the denorrdnators of its 
components can be expressed as a product of real-coefficient single variable polynomials. 
These terminologies come from the deterministic (non)linear system theory, see, for exam- 
pie, [2]. 
The regular transfer functions of the observation series Yt given by (1.1) are 
glR(Zl) --  C' ( I  -- A Zl) -1 b ,  
g~(z(2) )  - c' ( I  - A z2) -1  D ( I  - A z l )  -1 b, 
: (2.3) 
g~Cz(,.)) = c'(X - A z r ) - lD . . .  D( I  - A z l ) - lb ,  
so they are strictly proper recognizable functions of the variables zh - e -i~(k). The question 
arises as to whether the process yt having transfer functions with Properties 1-3 is bilinear 
realizable. The Property 1 needs ome explanation because the transfer functions are determined 
up to the permutation and it means that one can choose a regular one which represents he class. 
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3. HERMITE  DEGREE-N HOMOGENEOUS POLYNOMIAL MODEL 
One sees from Example 1 that the series y~ in the model (1.1) may have only finitely many 
nonzero transfer functions. In case it has only one with N variables, i.e., 
Yt "-/Z)N eil Ew(N) gN(WCN) ) W(dW(N)) '
then it will be referred to as homogeneous of Hermits degree-N or simply homogeneous of degru- 
N. If edl the transfer functions with degree greater than N are identically zero but gJV(W(N)) ~ 0, 
then we call it a degree-N poignomial model, see [9], in the continuous time case. If we are given a 
degree-N homogeneous model by the transfer function with Properties 1-3, it is easy to construct 
its bilinear ealization, see [11], for the deterministic case. Rather than put the method explicitly, 
we show it by an example. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let the second degree regular tr~nAfer function be given by 
a1,1 Zl z2 + al,o Zl + ao,1 z2 + ao,o 
9~(z(s)) = (1 - Ol I Z1) (1 -- a2 Zl) (1 - ~1 ZS) (1 -- ~ ZS)' (3.11 
where al ~ as, ~I ~/~s, lad, I~1 < 1, i -- 1,2. 
NOw one can put 
~1,,~) ('o,,o,~ + oo,o'~ 
a1,1 Zl "{" a0,x ~/ 
g~(z(2)) = (1 - o~ 1gl) (1 - as zl) (1 -/~1 zs) (1 - /~  zs) 
ao,0 
(1, zs)(~ zl 0 O) |al,o| 
0 1 zl ~ao ,1}  
% alrl / 
= (1 - o,~ ,:~) (1 - ~2 zd  (1 - /~  ,s) (1 - ~ ~s) 
and construct a linear rea]isation for 
o ' °°  1 Jgl ) 
g~l(Zl) ---- (1 -Otl gl)(1 - a2 gl)' 
and 
g~s(,s) = 
(1,zs) 
(1 - #1 zs) (1 - /~  zs)" 
Take the Gilbert's method, see [1] for example, and get that 
g~, (~)  = c,  (z - ,4, z~) -~ B,, 
where 
c1=(  01 01 0)1 AI= d,  Ol ol 
,o[ 11° o) ioo,0  ,,1 1 O O11 I ¢gl,0 1 , 
B,=(o ,_~s)  l -~s  -1 o 
0 --~S \a l ,1  l 
cs  = (i ,  i), A2 = diag(a~, as), Bs = a~ _ a2 11) 
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Now we can define the matrices 
A~ ' Dn ,n  = BnC,  ' , n,n = 
where 0-s are appropriate zero vectors or matrices. A bilinear ealization for g R is 
x, =A2,~x,-1 -[-D2,2X,-lV,-i +b~,2v,+f0, f0 = -~r~Db, 
Yt " C;,2 X~.  
The construction is simple for a degree-N polynomial model as well. Let g~ be defined by 
(3.1) and the linear part be 
g~(a)  = C1,1 U - A1,1 Zl) -1 b1,1, 
then a bilinear realization for the second degree polynomial model ~ defined by the trAnAfer 
functions g~, g~ is given by the matrices 
A= IA~, I 0 ) D_  (DI,I 0 ) b= Cbl,l~ C~I,1~ 
A2,2 ' 0 D2,2 ' ~ b2,2 ) ,  C = ~ ~2,2/" 
Ts~.olqmM 1. A stationary polynomial model of degree-N has bilinear realization (1.1) if and 
only if Properties 1-3 are fulfilled by its transfer functions. 
If we truncate a bilinear model y, given by its transfer function system {g,,g2,... } given in 
(2.3), i.e., take the model yN defined by the finitely many transfer function {gl,g2,... ,gN) of 
lh, then tZ~ is bilinear realizable again but not necessarily with lower dimensional state space. 
This principle of truncation is different from the truncation in the summations used by Priestley 
in [8] for a more general nonlinear case. 
The construction ofa bilinear ealization becomes more complicated if one desires the minimal 
potable dimension of the state xt. It needs aparticular factorization procedure, see [12]. However 
an abstract bilinear ealization is given by [2], see also [13], in terms of space of regular transfer 
function. This method has given for us some idea which leads to a natural generRllzation oflinear 
stochastic realization theory by Akaike for bilinear models. 
4. ASSUMPTIONS FOR STATIONARITY 
To study the stationarity of the degree-N polynomial bilinear model y~ it is extremely simple 
because it has N strictly proper ecognizable r gular transfer functions ay g~, r = 1, 2,... N. It 
is stationary if and only if all the denominators of the transfer functions has no root on the unit 
circle alid in the case when it is physically realizable, then the roots are inside of the unit circle. 
The stationarity of the state variables in the model (1.1) needs more attention. On one hand 
from the stationarity of the state variables x~ clearly follows the stationarity of the model Yr. On 
the other hand, for a degree-N stationary bilinear model ~ there always exists stationary state 
variables x,. This follows from the construction of the state space and the linear representation 
theory. 
Let us now consider the general case. The transfer function system for the state variables xt is 
given by (2.2). The question is under what condition will the components of Ext ® xt be finite, 
where ® denotes the tensor product. For that purpose let us regard the transfer functions 
f , (~(1) )  --  ( I  - A e - '~ l )  -*  b,  
f2(W(2)) = ( I -  A e-i~~o)) -* e -ir~O) Dfl(w(1)) 
= :f'~(~c~,~) + t~(',"c~:~), 
where 
f2(w(2)) = e -ir~(~) (I - A e-i~~(2))-! D b, 
oo 
t3(~(2)) = • -~r~',~ -~(I - A e-~r~('~) - '  DA k e -ih~' b. 
(4.1) 
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There is no question of the convergence asall eigenvalues of A are inside of the unit circle. We 
put 
fs(w(S)) = e -'z~(') (I - A e-'~(')) -* D f~(~o(~)) + e-'Z"~(,) (I - A e-'z~(')) -* D~2(w(m)) 
= ~(~(,),~,) + ~(~(,)), (4.2) 
and in general repeating this procedure we get, for k > 3, 
f.(~ck)) = h(~(2),~(s,j)) +h(~(k)), 
where w(Lk) = (tol, ~1+1,... ,w~), k > I. Let us now consider the expectation of the tensor 
product of the ~th term, ]g ~ 31 
E 
f ff2k 
-- k! Jv ' sym f~(w(k)) ® sym fk(--"~(k)) ~ d~(t) 
ff2t 
/~k - O'2k 
= f.(~c.)) ® fb(-~c.)) ~ ~(.) 
f . . O-2k 
+/v, f~(D~(a),w(s,k)) ® f.(-DwO),-wCs, b)) ~ ~(~), 
where sym f,(w(,)) denotes the symmetrized version of f~(w(~)) by its variables. The di~erence 
between the last two integrals is only one term in the product, see (4.2), so take the first one. 
/~ oo co ff2~ 
Ze- - i r~( . )  .~r D&_ICWCk_I)) ® ~ e'pDw(,, .A p D&_l(_fw(._l)) ~_~ (~a$(s,) 
a r=0 p=0 
= [~2 (~_ ~ ® ~)-~ (~ ® ~)] ~-~ ,~ (x -  ~ ® ~)-'  (b ® b), 
we used the property (AB)@(CD) = (A®C) (B@D) of the tensor product. From this it follows 
that Ex~ @ x, is finite if sad only if all the eigenvalues of the matrix ~ (I  - A @ A) -~ (D @ D) 
are less than I in absolute value. 
Tr~EORE~ 2. Let us suppose that the m-dime~siona~ state space variables fulfill the ~ollow~ng 
b~inear state equation 
Xt = Ax~-I + DX~-I v~-I + bv~ +f0, (4.3) 
where the noise process v, is Gaussian ii.d., E v, = O, E v~ = ~,  A and D are m x m matrices, 
b 6 /~ ,  f0 = -~ D b and al/e/genvalues of A are ins/de the unit drcle. Moreover, x, is 
physically realizable and subordinated to v~, t 6 Z and the transfer functions f~(~o(~)); r 6 Z+ are 
different from zero in L~[-~, ~r]'. Then the necessary and zu~cient condition for the stationarity 
ofx~ is that all the e/genva/ues of the matrix ~ ( I -  A®A)-*  (DO D) be less than I in modulus. 
In that case, 
Ex, ® x, = aa [(I - A ® A - a~D ® D)] -t (I + aa D ® D) (b ® b). 
A sufficient condition of the strict stationarity for the vector valued bilinear process xt defined 
by (4.3) was given by [14] as the eigenvalues ofthe matrix A®A+~, ~D®D need to be inside of the 
unit circle. One can show that this condition is equivalent to the condition given in Theorem 2. 
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5. MINIMAL REALIZATIONS 
(i) Linear Model 
Let us consider briefly the well known linear realization, only to show our method we are going 
to use for the bilinear case. The problem is to find a quadruplet (re, A, b, e) for the linearly 
connected scalar input vt and output y, such that 
xt = Ax, -1  + bvt,  
(5.1) 
Yt " -  e° x t ,  
where m is the dimension of the re~|~ation, A an m × m matrix and b, c E R m. The main 
property of (m, A, b, c) is that if 
oo 
~', = ~ gk,,,-~, (5.2) 
k----0 
then 
c' A k b = gk. (5.3) 
Akaike's idea for the construction of (m, A, b, c) is the following, see [3]. Denote Ht- ,  the Hilbert 
space spanned by the Gaussian white noise vt, vt-1,. . ,  and Yt+t/t- as the orthogonal projection 
of Yz+k, k = 0, 1,... onto Ht-.  The predictor space ~z at time t is spanned by the variables 
Yt+t/t-, k = 0, 1,... and provide the state space with minimal dimension. It is well known that 
the following statements 
1. the existence of the realization (5.1), 
2. the finite dimensionality of Xt, and 
3. the transfer function of Yt is rational, 
are equivalent. The standard method to give a particular minimal realization called canonical is 
based on the factorization of the Hankel matrix of the system. 
Now we are giving a particular abstract realization with minimal dimension for the linear 
process (5.2), see [2] in the deterministic case, i.e., we are giving linear operators LA, Lb, Le, 
defined as 
LA : tYt --, Xt, Lb : R--* ~t and Le~ : ~t --, R, 
having matrix and vector structure when the state space is finite dimensional, moreover the 
property (5.3) is fulfilled. 
Consider the spectral representation f Yt, 
yt = f_: e '~' o(e -'x) W(d~), 
where 
oo 
g(e -i~) = ~ gt e -t~k, 
k=O 
and W(d~) is the Gauseian stochastic spectral measure of yr. It is easy to see that 
Yt-l-l/1- "-- E gk+l t)t-k = e iAt e iA g(e - i~) -- Lcn ~ W(d~) ,  
k=O lr 
where 
The operation 
1 1F 
L¢ ~ = ~ f_, g(e -'~) d~. 
~'~ LqCe - '~) - L~, g], 
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is clearly linear and well defined for every g E La[-~r, f]. Now we define the operator LA 
LA Yt-[-k#- = Yt-l-k-l-I/t-, ]g -- O, I, 2, . . .  
and similarly 
L~ g = ~'~ Lq(~ -'~) - Lc, g]. 
As the 
f le '~ '  L L~ ~ = v,+~/,- = ~ g( , -~)  W(d~), 
the state space Xt is isomorphic to the subspace of La[-,r, x] generated by 
g(,-~), LAg(,-~),..., L~g(,-'~),..., 
say ft. They are at the same time finite dimensional for example. The operators 
Lba=ay, ,  Lba=ag(e - iX ) ,  aER,  
aS we l l  J~t 
Lc, z= Ezvt ,  zEXt ,  
and Le, defined above correspond to each other. Moreover 
Lc, L~ Lb I = Lc, LkA Lb I = g~, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,  
which solves the realization problem. If Xt, i.e., ~ is finite dimensional, say m, and we choose 
the basis as I/t+m-l#-, Y~+m-2/t-,... ,Yff~-, then 
fit 
Yt+mlt- -- ~ a~ Yt+m-hl¢-, 
k=l 
and the observability form of the minimal realization can be given by the following matrix rep- 
resentation 
0 1 0 ... O \  
0 0 1 ... O 
J LA=A= . . . .  ". i ; 0 0 0 ... 1 am am--1 am-2  • •. a l  
Lb=b = ; Lc ,=C'=(gO,g l , . . . ,gm-1) .  
(ii) Hermite Degree-N Homogeneous Bilinear Model 
Let us suppose that we are given a degree-N homogeneous stationary model th by its transfer 
function gN(W(N)) according to the Gsussian white noise input v~, Evt = O, Ev~ = ¢~, i.e., 
= /~r  ei~ Ew(N)gN(WCN) ) W(dWcN)) "  (5 .4)  Yt 
We have seen earlier that the necessary and sufficient condition for the bilinear ealisahility is that 
the regular transfer function gNR(z(N)) be strictly proper and recognizable, see Properties 2, 3, 
(Section 2). Now, in case it is bilinear realizable, we are going to construct the minimal (ab- 
stract) realization for (5.4). The method used here, similarly to the linear case, is based on the 
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construction o f  the minimal realization for a deterministic bilinear model. The only difficulty 
is to construct he state space and to show that the operators defined in stochastic ase are 
corresponding to their deterministic versions. Let us start with taking the Fourier expansion of 
gN(W(N)), put z~ = e -~(~)  and get 
gN(Z(N)) ~ -kov) "- gk(~) Z(N ) 
k(N)~_O 
N 
k(N))_O j= l  
/~  gk(N) e 
k(~r) >0 
(5.5) 
where kN = (k l , ]g2, . . . ,  ]gN) and Z(N ) 
We are going to use the Hermite polynomial description of the process o consider the spectral 
representation f the N th order Hermite polynomial HN(vt-h~, vt-h~,..., v~_~) of the noises 
v~_h~, 1~_ha, . . . ,V~_hN ; hl  >_ h2 >_ "'" >_ hN,  i.e., 
HN(Vt -h l  , V,-h2, . . . , Vt-hz~ ) =/Z)N e i ~'~#zvfl('--hJ)wJ W(dW(N)). 
Now, it is easy to see by the state space equation (1.1) and also by the transfer functions (2.2) 
that the degree of the dependence of Yt on vt-k is not higher than 2, i.e., the product erm in 
the series expansion of Yt cannot contain more than two of vt-h with the same delay h. In fact, 
Ek(N) _> Ek(N-1) > Ek(N-2) > Ek(1) ---- hl > O. 
The consequence of this is that the coefficients of wj in (5.5) are different unless j = N - 1 or N, 
see (4.1), (4.2), i.e., kl, k2, . . . ,kN-1 _> 1 and only kN can be 0. From this follows 
k(N_l)~l;kN_>0 J~N 
We define the state space Xt as a direct sum of the following orthogonal subspaces 
1. Xt z is spanned by E(Yt+k I Bt), k = 1, 2, . . . ,  where Bt is the or-algebra generated by vt, 
~t--l j .  • • 
2. A~, p = 2, 3,... is spanned by 
(i) the orthogonai projection of vt-1 X~ -z onto the subspace 7/N-p+1 generated by the 
variables 
(h(N) _> 0), and 
(ii) the conditional expectation with respect o Bt of elements given by (i) and their 
forward shift. 
The state space ~'t has the form 
N 
p=l 
The spaces X~ can also be given by the help of the following linear operators. If u E 7/~, then 
put Lv u = ~vt-1 u/~ -1 where vt-i u/7/~ -1 denotes the orthogonal projection of vt-1 u onto 
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the space 7/~-* and a is a constant defined later. It is enough to define the operator LA on the 
generating systems of the subspaces, i.e., put 
(i) LA E(yt+k I ~)  = E(yt+k+l I ~)  = L~ +1 Yt, 
(ii) LkA(LD[LIAy~])t = E(Lv[LaAy~]t+k I Bt), 
(5.8) 
and so on. 
By these definitions 
Xt I=  Span{L~yt, k=O,l,...}, 
Xt 2 = Span {L~ 2 LD L~ x y,, kl,k2 = 0,1,... }, 
: 
X N = Span {L~" LD . . .LD LtA ' yt, k(N) _~ O}. 
Let us regard the action of LA 
LAyt = E(yt+l [Bt) -- ~ / I )  eit~(')gr(Z(r))z,:e-'~.(, A  W(dW(r)) ' 
r= l  r 
To get gr(Z(r)) A take the expectation 
~+I £J~, • #E:'s0-~'h(,-j+,)>~# W(c~(r)) E 
-" 6 r=N ~ gk(N) N!  
k(N_t)_)l;kN_)0 
/V~v sym ei ~"~[ =*(t+l-Ek(N-'+*))w' sym e-i~'~# N=*(t-~h("-'+*))~# H x 
--" ~rfN ghs+l,h(z,N) 0"2N (1 + 6hN=0). 
N 0. 2 
wd~ 
1 
It easily follows from this that 
/~ St ]]~(N) A LA Yt = N e $N(Z(N))zh_e-,'~-(1) W(~(N)), 
where 
gN(Z(N))A ~_# -k(N) (5.7) "- gkzd'l,k(2,N) S(N) 
k(N-x)~l;kN~0 
In general, the operator LA can be defined as the stochastic version of an operator on L2(z)N), 
say LA defined by 
£A ON = g~, 
where g~v is defined by (5.7). Moreover, 
J~ ,  ^ "z ,A . W(~(s ) ) .  L~yt - e it r~(N) L~gN((N))zj__e-d ~- (D 
Consider now the operator LD. Let ut E X~ be given by 
ut = ~ d~,+, ,.{,,., /v,, e~E~ y-l(t-r~c'-s+'~)'~s W(~(s)), 
k(N_x)>_i;kN_>O 
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where s -- 0, 1,. . .  is fixed. So 
Ut LD u¢ -" c~ re_ 1 
- F ,  
kl~,~_x))_l;kN)_0 
dl+"kc2'N)/V~-z e'~i~z(t--~k(2'N-~+l))~ W(£0(N-1)), 
because 
Vt--1 Ut ~-~ 
I j~  .W ~ . dkl+.,k~2.0 e i~i='( -skc"-i+'))~i+'0-1)~'+l W(d~(N)) 
k(N_l) ~ 1;I.N~ 0 N+I 
2) i N-I " ' 1 + 6k1=1 0 .2 (1 + SNf26k2=0) e ~-~J=~ 0-Zk~2,N-,+l))~, W(d~(N_ l ) )  • 
N'--I 
Clearly ce = [0 .2 (1 + 6N=26k2=0)] -1 The operator LD corresponding to the LD is defined by 
. - k0 .m = dN-I(Z(N_I)),  LD dN(Z(N)) -- ~ dl+.,k(2,m "(N-l) 
k('~,N- 1) ~ l;kN~O 
(5.8) 
where 
-k(~.) 
dN(Z(N)  = ~ dtl+',kc2,m "(N) " 
k(N--l)_~l;kN_~0 
Finally the operators Lb and Lc, are defined similarly to the linear case 
Lb  a ---- a y t  , 
Lez = 6rex U 1Exvt, 
Lb  a -~ a gN(Z(N)), 
Lo, d,(zco ) = 6,=1 ~ . e i~ dx(e -i~) dA. 
Easy algebra leads to the following theorem, see [2, pp.153] in the determiniRtic case. 
THEOREM 3. The homogeneous model Yt of Hermite degree-N is bilinear ealizable if  and only if 
its state space Xt is finite dimensional, and then the ( L A, LD, Lb, Lc*) is a minimal dimensional 
abstract realization having the form 
LA=A= 
LD=D= 
Lb=b= 
0 
0 
D2,1 
0 
0 ... 0 \ 
A2,2 . . .  0 ) : . . .  .. 3 
0 ... AN,N 
... o i) • . .  0 "°. ~ ~ 
• • • DN,N- 1 
Lo, = e '= (0 ,0 , . . . ,  e.~), 
where Aj,j, Dj,j_I, bl ,  c~v are appropriate matrices and vectors. 
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Oil) Hermite Degree-N Polynomial and General Bilinear Model 
We are now in the position to state the same proposition as Theorem 3 (of course the operators 
there having particular matrix forms), for the degree-N polynomial model Yt as well as for the 
general infinite degree stationary model given by its transfer function system. The most important 
part of that way is the construction of the state space. The operator LA defined by (5.6) is well 
defined also in this situation, i.e., L~ means to shift the time forward by k steps and take the 
conditional expectation with respect o Be. The operator LD is acting by components, i.e., if 
oO 
z = ~/D ei' z~(" ) d,.(z(,.)),~=-, ~(,) W(&(~)), 
r=l r 
then 
LDZ = E 
r= l  
oo  
r=l  
r= l  
LD/V. e '~' ~(') dr(z(r))z~=e-,~(k ) W(~(r)) 
vt-i/V" e"  ~('> dr(z(r))z~=e-,~.(. ) 
Iv.-, e" r~(._~) LD(d.(z(.)).~=.-,~.(,)W(,~(~-l)), 
see (5.8). The state space Xt is defined as the space generated by the union of the following 
subspaces 
Span{L~ y,, k = 0, 1,... }, 
SpaniL i  2 L .  y,, k,,k2 = 0, 1, . . .  }, 
Span(L~NLD ...LDL~A'Y~, k(N) _> 0. . .  }, 
These subspaces will not be orthogonal if the model yt is not homogeneous. In the polynomial 
case of degree-N the tY N+k = O, k >__ 1. Moreover, this construction contains the linear case in a 
natural way because then only A "1 is different from O, so A't = A '1 • The state vector in our case 
is a basis in Xt which is very likely different from 
(•t-k+l,  Vt -k ,  • t -k -1 ,  • • • , ?)tt Y t -k+l ,  Y t -k ,  Y¢ -k -1 ,  • .  • ,  bit), 
called by Priestley as a state vector for nonlinear models. 
The time series approach to the construction of the state space is simple for linear model 
because one can regard to the space Ht = Span{vt,vt-z,.. .} as the space of the observations 
Span{y~, Yt-z,... }, i.e., the state space is the projection of the future to the past by the obser- 
vations. To follow this for the bilinear case, it would be necessary to give the subspaces in the 
terms of the past of y~. The invertibility of the model would be the key for the nonlinear time 
series realization theory. Our contribution is also different from the one given by Pham [7]. 
6. AN EXAMPLE,  HERMITE DEGREE-2 BILINEAR MODEL 
The stochastic stationary series y~ is having Hermite degree-2 according to the Gau~ian white 
noise input v,, (E v, = 0, E v~ = a2) if it has the following representation 
2 
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The necessary and sufficient condition for bilinear ealizabi]ity of y~ by Theorem 2 is that the 
regular version of its tranRfer functions gl, g2 be strictly proper and recognizable, i.e., 
g lR(Z l )  = f l (Z l )  ~/ ' (g l ,g2)  
~1(Zl)' g2RCz(2)) = ~21(z1)~22(z2)' 
where ¢¢1, a21, c¢2~, ~ and 7 are polynomials with appropriate degrees. The corresponding transfer 
functions are 
R z gl(wl) -- g~(z l )z l=. - , - l ,  g2(w(2)) - g2 ( (2) ) . .=. - ,=. ( . ) .  
To get the minimal realizations we need to consider the operators LA, LD, Lb, Lc defined in 
Section 4 (ii). It is easy to see that 
£A gl = ~A(zl) LA g2 = "rA(zl,z2) 
~1(Zl)' ,~21(z1),~22(z2)' 
LD g l  - -  Coust . ,  LD g2 = 7V(z l )  
Now in every particular case one can easily build up a minimal realization for the model based on 
the matrix representation f these linear operators. Instead of doing this, we have found useful 
the following representation. Suppose that 
P Pl 
~1(,~) = ~ am e -'m~, ¢~21('~) = ~ ~0> e-'-~, 
m----0 ram0 
P2 Q 
~(w) -- y~ bm e - imt°  , 
m--0 m-0  
R $ 
"Y<:,: + ~) = ~ ~ :m,..+. e -'<'+"~+m~. 
m----1 n=0 
and put 
It is clear that 
P 0 Pl 
m t- -m --" V~, 
m----0 m----0 m----0 
P2 R $ 
--" t--ff~--n ° t  --r/t • 
m=0 m~ln=0 
y, = z ,  + z~ 2) 
The first step now is to put a minims] canonical realization for the vector (zt, z~ 1)) which is 
a linear realization problem, then find the minimal canonical realization for the homogeneous 
bilinear model z~ ~) and combine these variables together to get Yr. 
7. IDENTIFICATION OF THE BILINEAR MODEL WITH HERMITE DEGREE-2 
(i) ~econd Order Properties, Spectrum 
We have seen in the previous ection that a bilinear realizable model with Hermite degree-2 
can be given by 
,¢1(~) , ,~21(02) ~22(~) (7.1) 
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where the polynomials az, a2z, a~,  ~, are given in Section 6 and note that we put 7 
R 8 
m=l  n----0 
It easily follows from this representation that the necessary and sufficient condition of the star 
tionarity for the physically realisable model y~ is that all the roots of the polynomials a~, a~,  
a~2, be inside the unit circle. 
THEOREM 4. Let us suppose that the process y~ defined by (7.1) is stationary. Then the spectrum 
of y~ is given by the formula 
1 [ ~(w) 2 ÷ a 4 
~(~) ~(~) 
where 
R 
7o("0 = ~ cm,m e -~r'~. 
m=l  
PROOF. One can show that the covariance function of Yt is 
- '  r 4 + th,, d,X. 
As the spectrum ~ is a rational function it does not identify the model. To make diffezence 
between a linear (Ganssian) model and a bilinear one is possible only by considering the higher 
order moments. 
(ii) Third Order Properties, Bispectrum 
The existence of the higher order moments for the stationary hilinear process Yt given by (?.1) 
is automatic because of the product of two process having finite Hermite degree is finite degree 
again. Therefore, it is enough to assume the second order stationarity of~h. The following Lemma 
gives the discrete analog to the formula given by Brillinger [15] in the continuous time case. 
LEMMA. Let Yt be a stationary process with Herin/re desree-2, i.e., 
,,, = ],, 
r= l  r 
where g2 is symmetric. Then the b/spectrum of the process gh is ~ven by 
¢(~(~)) = *(~I ,  ~2, -~ I  - ~), 
where the function ~ is symmetric and detlned by the faUowiag f~mu~ 
6a 4 
8a 6 [ d,~ 
+ (2~) 2 jv  sym(.(o)) [g~(~ - ~,-~ - ~2) 0~( -~ + ~, ~) 0~(-~,  ~ + ~)] ~.  
The proof of this Lemma can be based on the Dia~am Formula for multiple Wienez-It~ in- 
tegrals. Now we are in the position to state the explicit formula of the bispectrum for bilinear 
realizable stationary model with Hermite degree-2. 
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THEOREM 5. 
trum of Yt is 
Let  the bilinear model  with Hermite desree-2 be given by (7.1). 
¢(~(~)) = ~(~1, ~, -~x  -~) ,  
where the function ~ is 
Then the bispec- 
'z '("cs)) = 
60 "e 1 
+ (2.-)2 o,22(~1) ~22(~) o,22(.,3) 
[ (~ /~ ,(~,~8)'f(-~ + 1,~2),(-~,~1)d~] x yo( l) o + " 
The easy consequence of this theorem is that the turning point during the identification of the 
bilinear model with Hermite degree two is the bispectrum and not the spectrum. The rational 
spectrum describes the Gaussian stationary model totally and the rational spectrum and the 
bispectrum do the same job for the hilinear model with Hermite degree-2. 
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